
Hand-out #24: Imperative and Subjunctive Moods

(Goetchius ch 43-44)

(See Hand-out #18 and 22)

1. The moods/modes/attitudes in general:

a. The MAT sub-system:

Tense-aspect-modality (=MAT/TAM: represent three different points of departure

in human experience (hence description) of time. (Therefore, a sub-system of

verbal inflection.)

1). Tense = experience of time as points in a sequence: notions of precedence  and

subsequence. (In other words, dots on the time line.)

2). Aspect = experience of time as beginning/middle/end: notion of boundedness

of time-spans. (In other words, marking of slots on the time line.)

3). Modality = experience of relative existence of things in time: notion of reality

(In other words, how real do we say things are.)

2. The assigned reality scale:

a. From Hand-out #21:

ASSERTION-----------------------------------------------------------------------PROJECTION

(MANIPULATION)

indicative modals imperative

 fut.indic subjunctive

infinitives optative

participles

ouj etc (assertive) mhv etc (projective)

b. Assertion  about the state of the world VERSUS projection/manipulation  to affect change

in the state of the world

1). Indicative: makes assertion  about the way things are [= default mode]

2). Imperative, Subjunctive and Optative: express(es) projection about what ought to be

(hence manipulation )

a) Imperative: directive ('coercive')

b) Subjunctive and Optative: directive ('deferential'), desiderative/optative

c) Cf. jussive future indicative (with ouj)
3. Imperative:

formally : an item that inflects for person , number , mood , voice, aspect (NOT tense!)

functionally : a constituent that can fill the slot of verbal  in the predicate  of certain

non-declarative sentences.

a. Imperatival morphs (see Goetchius 326 (5))

- on -ti/-qi see Grassmann's law (Hand-out #12 no. 2)
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b. Prohibitions (negative commands):

1). mhv + "pres" imperative

2). mhv + "aor" subjunctive

4. Subjunctive:

formally : an item that inflects for person , number , mood , voice, aspect (NOT tense!)

functionally : a constituent that can fill the slot of verbal  in the predicate  of certain non-

declarative sentences.

a. Subjunctive morphs (see Goetchius 335 (5))

- (lengthened) stem-formative vowel + primary  endings

b. Uses:

1) Independent uses (Goetchius 343-346)

2) Dependent uses (i {na + subjunctive often are embedded commands or other directives)

(Goetchius 45)


